
Content Design 
Skills Research

The impacts we make

User

Improve user outcomes (20 skills) 3.6

Increase user understanding (19 skills) 3.5

Increase customer confidence (20 skills) 3.3

Regulatory

Reduce carbon footprint of content (7 skills) 3.2

Reduce liability around sensitive topics (27 skills) 3.2

Increase quality perception (17 skills) 3.1

Respond to litigation (6 skills) 3.1

Productivity

Enable internal team alignment (33 skills) 3.4

Reduce time to develop (16 skills) 3.3

Reduce time to design (29 skills) 3.2

Reduce time to product & international release (8 skills) 3

Enable non-specialists to create design artifacts (9 skills) 2.8

Product

Increase organic traffic (10 skills) 3.4

Expand potential audience/user base (13 skills) 3.3

Extract insights to inform strategy (17 skills) 3.3

Increase adoption & usage (10 skills) 3.3

Increase brand affinity (12 skills) 3.2

Defend brand from competition (9 skills) 3.1

Increase brand recognition (9 skills) 3.1

Increase consistency of experience (31 skills) 3.1

Reduce risk to brand perception (6 skills) 2.7
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Financial

Reduce call-center support costs (9 skills) 3.4

Reduce support operations costs (15 skills) 3.3

Improve existing investments (8 skills) 3.2

Reduce cost of design and content (16 skills) 3.2

Reduce maintenance cost (10 skills) 3.2

Reduce cost of sales calls (3 skills) 3.1

Reduce production cost (9 skills) 3.1

Increase sales (8 skills) 2.8

100% of impact is 
possible

Research design

Respondents

Collected and deduplicated skills used in 
content design, validated with test survey and 

1:1 interviews

Self-selected volunteers through online 
communities and word of mouth, incentivized 

with free report 

n = 92794 skills
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8+ years308
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Less than 1 year45

Haven’t designed 
content 

professionally
23

Most respondents have been doing 
content design professionally for more 
than 4 years

Tenure

Most respondents have reported into 
design teams, but many have worked 
within product, technical writing, and 
engineering 

Team placement

All kinds of organizations have hired 
content designers. More respondents 
have worked within enterprise contexts 
than any other single employer type

Employer types

About 1/4 of respondents have only 
worked in solo or team contexts, while 
another quarter have worked in both. 

Uniqueness

Writing UX content to maximize usability 4.73

Editing content for accuracy 4.73

Editing to style guide 4.69

Using a controlled vocabulary (terminology) 4.48

Writing UX content to convey the brand 4.47

Writing how-to articles 4.31

Marketing copywriting 4.27

Writing alt-text for image accessibility 4.21

Editing for accessibility 4.14

Storytelling 4.12

Making a plan (a content strategy) to use content to meet business and user goals 4.03

Designing UX using content-first design methods 3.99

Using content management systems (CMS) 3.94

Designing content for first-run experiences 3.94

Monitoring content performance metrics 3.92

Optimizing content for organic search (SEO) 3.79

Managing content delivery/publishing channels 3.77

Leading naming processes for features or products 3.61

Annotating UX content and designs 3.58

Establishing operations for content creation or publishing 3.56

Writing legal or privacy disclosures 3.51

Reviewing content in code 3.47

Contributing to taxonomies 3.43

Establishing taxonomies 3.36

Structuring content for reuse 3.36

Creating knowledge base content for support agents 3.35

Creating how-to videos 3.27

Prompting AI (LLMs) to generate content 3.25

Migrating content to a new platform or CMS 3.23

Writing sales pitch documents or templates 2.96

Writing white papers 2.94

Coding content 2.93

Planning for adoption of a new platform/CMS 2.9

Providing feedback about AI generated content to train LLMs 2.37

Writing content to train LLMs 2.24

Documenting APIs 2.15

Establishing processes to use LLM tools 2.07

Critiquing design work 4.55

Presenting creative work 4.45

Using UX design software 4.42

Defining voice and tone 4.34

Mapping a user journey 4.18

Wireframing 4.17

Collaborating to establish product requirements 4.13

Establishing a controlled vocabulary (terminology) 4.08

Creating UI by building on previous designs 4.03

Collaborating to establish engineering feasibility 3.91

Establishing user profiles/audience definition 3.81

Facilitating creative workshops or sprints 3.71

Creating design principles 3.70

Bug-bashing pre-release experiences to find problems 3.69

Designing an information architecture for user experiences 3.66

Advocating for updates to a design system 3.65

Mapping a website (site mapping) 3.63

Establishing accessibility guidance 3.54

Prototyping user experiences 3.52

Creating designs using a design system 3.51

Establishing a personalization strategy for content 3.51

Modeling content 3.26

Developing a product vision 3.13

Mapping an ecosystem 2.97

Establishing a visual design system 2.69

Establishing an interaction design system 2.66

Designing a chatbot persona and style 2.58

Designing LLM persona and style 2.03

Designing responses to combative prompts for LLM interfaces 1.77

Researching competitors' language 4.31

Interviewing users, stakeholders, and SMEs (subject matter experts) 4.26

Analyzing UX content heuristically 4.24

Auditing content in user experiences 4.11

Conducting secondary research 4.01

Designing surveys for user research 3.94

Analyzing data 3.89

Researching content trends 3.89

Researching information architecture 3.66

Creating a research plan 3.59

Auditing technical content 3.57

Researching language proposed or in use 3.40

Researching conversation design 2.49

Advocating for user-centered solutions to business problems 4.39

Advocating for content design methods 4.23

Leading initiatives 4.02

Establishing systems for content governance 3.55

Managing people 3.49

Leading content for an organization 3.43

Driving adoption for self-service content tools 3.02

Leading design for an organization 2.72

Localizing or internationalizing content 3.17

Creating marketing videos 3.12

Recruiting and screening UX research participants 3.06

Managing projects for localization and internationalization 2.97

Creating scripts for support agents 2.87

Establishing processes for localization and internationalization 2.84

Writing scripts for sales agents 2.49
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100% of impact is 
possible

The skills we use

Take the survey, get resources

www.CatbirdContent.com/skills
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